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American Tea Party–2006!
What do real Americans do when they want to retrieve their rights?
The American patriots painted their faces and put on Indian headdresses. In the dark of night they ven-

tured onto the ships moored at Boston harbor. The patriots grabbed the heavy crates of tea, and tossed
them overboard into the seawater. Why? Because, in 1773, the patriots were totally fed up with their gov-
ernment imposing ever more taxes and fees – and now high taxes on tea.

No big deal? Hardly. Not only did the patriot’s rebellious act deprive the government of the tax rev-
enue, it also spoke directly to the people. Imagine if rebels deprived Americans today of their morning
coffee. Imagine Starbucks or Seattle Coffee shops posting “Sorry, no coffee” signs.

It is Boston Tea Party time for gunowners. We have a rare opportunity to send a message to our gov-
ernment, just like the Boston patriots did. We gunowners, we American citizens, are fed up with abu-
sive, coercive and invasive tactics of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
(BATFE). 

Instead of destroying property to make the point, we have a peaceful but effective way to do this. It’s
perfectly Constitutional, too. The First Amendment guarantees our right to “petition for redress of griev-
ances.” Read on.

What’s the Reason?
Imagine that federal agents come to your door, demanding that you produce your firearms for inspec-

tion. Just making sure they are all legal guns, they say.  After all, you were seen at a gun show a few
days ago.

Down the street federal agents are asking your neighbors if they know that you are a gunowner, and
that you were seen at a gun show. At the same time, your gun dealer is closed while agents pore over
their records, looking for paperwork glitches that might support felony prosecutions. And maybe you
filled out a document wrong, and they come next for you.

If you think a high tax on coffee might crimp your style, then imagine what will happen to gun own-
ership when just owning a gun becomes the red flag for BATFE visits to your home or business.

Millions of Americans own firearms for home or personal protection. As BATFE gains power and
throws its weight around, many of these Americans may just decide to disarm themselves. They would
rather not be in the scope sights of a federal prosecutor.

How Can I Get Into the Tea Party?
We are producing a new hour-long documentary, entitled The Gang, that exposes current BATFE

abuses:  harassing people at gun shows, visiting neighbors of gun owners, expanding the regulations to
make more guns illegal, trumping up evidence to prosecute gunowners and dealers.

By publicizing what BATFE is doing now, we can rein them in and prevent a future of suspicion, per-
secution, and prosecution of nonviolent gunowners. (Thousands like you have felony criminal records
or are rotting in prison.)   

Americans basically dislike invasive government agencies. It’s time to abolish BATFE. Right now we
can do it.

If you are a gunowner, then you have to confront the reality of BATFE abuses. Confront it now, before
the knock is on your door. (Think of your feeling when you see the police car’s red light behind you or
when you get a letter from the IRS.)

Here’s what you can do right this minute. Contribute $25 or more to the production of The Gang.
Help us get these facts out to the American people. Video documentaries work well in this generation –
let’s use this tool. 

Visit the website: www.thegangmovie.com and get all of the facts. Understand the BATFE threat.
See how The Gang will do the job that needs to be done.

Nobody else is undertaking this duty. Be part of this Tea Party of 2006.  
Call (800) 869-1884 or click on www.jpfo.org and follow the links. (We protect confidentiality of all

donors.) Larger donations receive bonus awards.  
We have made award-winning videos before, and we’re going to do it again. Stand with us now, before

you are on our knees begging government bureaucrats for permission to exercise your Second
Amendment rights.
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